NOCOMA, Dec. 7. Nocona, a thriving oil town in the extreme northern part of the state, claims the distinction of first making the suggestion that the Democratic slogan in next gubernatorial race in Texas, be "Hurrah for Dan Moody." This was shouted on the streets bright and early Saturday morning and above mentioned suggestion was quickly made by a "dyed in the wool" Democrat of long standing. He further suggested, in order to make it stronger, "Hurrah for Dan Moody, and Carter, too."

"Large oaks grow from small acorns," sometimes, and this little football incident of recent date, may have started something, is the idea of this stanch Democrat. It may put Moody in the governor's chair and eventually, "pull the kinks out" of Texas, he continued.

"Hurrah for Dan Moody" was broadcasted over the state and echoes are coming back from different sections already.

The slogan took root here, and began to grow immediately.
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